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LOGLINE
A wealthy gypsy billionaire dies leaving his

family with a cursed fortune that will unfold the
dark and supernatural secrets of their ancestry

in a series of terrifying tests. 
 
 
 

SYNOPSIS
FANTASY/DRAMA

               

Over the course of one stormy night, a
wealthy gypsy billionaire GALLIO dies
leaving his unscrupulous and greedy

family to fight over the family’s wealth
and power. A mysterious unknown

relative appears with a will in which the
family must undergo 3 deadly challenges
set out by the many ghosts of the Atsigani

family. In a series of unexpected
supernatural tests the family is soon to

uncover the dark secrets of their ancestry
and the curse that haunts their fortune.

 
 



Characters



GALLIO Rosalyn YASMEEN

Kashi Selena rasoul

Jacob pamela Solomon



Episode 1
12:00 am

The history of the Atsigani family unfolds when the
series opens up with the 1910’s witch trial, and an

entire village is burnt violently. A three eyed baby is
born amidst the chaos and is delivered to the

doorsteps of an old California mansion. who is this
child, where did he come from? Only a letter , and a

name identifies the baby as GALLIO Atsigani , a
baby all the family from the the burning village in

Romania. 
 

it’s the year 1972, GALLIO ’s funeral. His family
gathers to mourn when a mysterious uninvited

guest shows up  with a will. Someone from
GALLIO’s past. He tells the family the inheritance is
cursed and only one of them shall be strong enough
to obtain it. To do so, the family must compete in a

series of deadly tests. Who knows the real history of
the Atsigani’s ? Who knows the man GALLIO truly
was? Curious things begin to unfold spiraling this

family drama into a black hole full of horrific
secrets. 



History



 ROMANI
ACESTORY

The history of the Atsigani
family dates back to the

Romani people from
Constanta, many of who

were burnt alive during the
witch trials in 1910



“During the 1910, the village
was cursed by three witches.
Helena, Vera and Silvia. The
curse turned all children into
disfigured monsters. One of
those children was GALLIO.
A child born with three eyes”





GALLIO’s face will stand alongside the
legendary monsters from monster

movies  



look and feel 



Step into an 
old Hollywood 

fever dream!
‘The Atsigani affair is a love

letter to haunted house movies,
the era of the spooky castles,

ghosts and monsters.
It takes inspiration from gothic
masterpieces like ‘the Masque of
red death’ , ‘The innocents’ and

‘The house on haunted hill’.
 





70’s HORROR



THE ATSIGANI 
HOUSE

The ATSIGANI HOUSE 
is the main character of this gothic tale.

the series takes place within the walls of the
grand mansion. The family is bound by the 

 secrets of the house and can not leave until one
of them completes all four challenges. 

’A night of terror in a house that sits on the
Californian hills’.

 

A jewel tone color palette 
to represent the richness of the home,



INSIDE THE HOUSE



Gothic interiors,
Art Deco

decadence with a
dash of bold jewel

tone colors
influenced by the

Romani hertitage. 



The visual must
represent a

reminiscent of
old gothic films,

horror movie
contrast that

you frequently
see old Giallio

films of the 70’s. 



alongside stark
visuals, some

scenes may have a
melodramatic
essence. The
drama and

emotional trauma
of the family’s
past must be

expressed
through frequent

close ups and
gothic elegance. 



Modern films with a
similar essence 
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